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Abstract. The Telescope Array experiment is the largest
hybrid detector to observe ultra-high energy cosmic rays in
the northern hemisphere. The observation started in November 2007 for Fluorescence Detector (FD) and in March 2008
for Surface Detectors (SD). Here we present the preliminary
results of energy spectra measured by three different methods, mass composition, photon search and AGN correlation
search from the Telescope Array. The energy spectra measured by the Middle-Drum FD station, which is the refurbished detector of the High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes)
experiment, and hybrid technique with two new FDs and
SD were consistent with the result of HiRes. The systematic error of the energies in hybrid measurement is 19%.
The SD spectrum showed the suppression above 1019.75 eV
with 3.5σ away from the continuous spectrum. The measured mass composition with stereo technique of new FDs
was consistent with pure proton model between 1018.6 eV to
1019.3 eV. Photon search resulted in an improved flux limit
above 1019 eV. The result of AGN correlation from TA was
consistent with background.

1

Introduction

The origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) is
one of the most interesting questions in particle astrophysics.
The important issues for understanding the origin of UHECRs are to measure the energy spectrum, mass composition
and arrival direction.
Up to now, several experiments have observed and presented the following important results. The AGASA experiment (Takeda et al., 1998) published the energy spectrum without predicted flux suppression called GZK cutoff
(Greisen , 1966)(Zatsepin and Kuzmin, 1966). On the other
hand, the High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) observed the

GZK cutoff (Abbasi et al., 2008a), and the Pierre Auger experiment confirmed the flux suppression (Abraham et al.,
2008). The mass composition has been studied with the
maximum depth of the shower development (Xmax ). The
Xmax measured by HiRes was in agreement with pure proton model (Abbasi et al., 2010). However, the result of
Auger indicated the transition to heavy component above
1018.24±0.05 eV (Abraham et al., 2010). Moreover, the correlation with AGN was reported by Auger (Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2007), but not confirmed in HiRes (Abbasi et al.,
2008b).
The Telescope Array (TA) experiment is located in the
west Utah desert (Matthews et al., 2009). It is operated with
three stations of Fluorescence Detectors (FDs) and 507 Surface Detectors (SDs) as the largest hybrid detector in northern hemisphere to observe UHECRs. The SDs are deployed
on a grid of 1.2 km spacing, and the whole array covers a
ground area of approximately 700 km2 . The details of the
SD performance are described in the proceeding (Nonaka et
al., 2009) and of trigger system are also described in the proceeding (Taketa et al., 2009). Three FD stations are located
in Middle Drum (MD), Black Rock Mesa (BR), and Long
Ridge (LR) and surround the SD array. The MD station consists of the 14 refurbished HiRes-I telescopes. The BR and
LR stations are constructed newly for the TA experiment.
The details of the FD performance are described in the proceeding (Tokuno et al., 2009) and of trigger system are also
described (Tameda et al., 2009).
The observation started in November 2007 for FD and in
March 2008 for SD. Here, the preliminary results of the energy spectra using three different methods, mass composition
study, photon search and AGN correlation from TA 1.5-year
observation are discussed.
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Energy spectra

Here, we present preliminary spectra measured by SD, FD
monocular technique with MD station, and hybrid analysis
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Fig. 1. Shower detector plane and the time fit.

with new FDs and SD.
2.1

FD monocular spectrum on MD station

The FD monocular measurement from the MD station is important because it enables a direct comparison between the
FD energy scales and spectra between TA and HiRes. The
preliminary spectrum by this technique was presented for
the data set from December 2007 to December 2008 in 31st
ICRC (Jui et al., 2009). The result is shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
This spectrum is in good agreement with the result of HiRes.
2.2

Hybrid spectrum

The hybrid events which are detected both by FD and SD
are useful to compare the reconstructed result from FD and
that from SD. In addition, hybrid events are reconstructed
more precisely using information both of FD and SD than
FD monocular analysis alone.
The hybrid event candidates were searched for by the condition that the trigger time difference between FD and SD is
less than 200 µs in the good weather days from May 2008 to
September 2009. We found 1978 events: 967 hybrid events
measured by BR FD and 831 hybrid events measured by LR
FD, and 180 stereo hybrid events measured by BR FD, LR
FD, and SD.
In this section, we discuss the energy spectrum and systematic uncertainty measured by using the hybrid events.
The details of the hybrid analysis are described in the thesis (Ikeda, 2010).
2.2.1

Analysis method

In this analysis, the geometry of the air shower is determined
by the information of the FD and SD timing, and the longitudinal development is determined by FD.
In the hybrid reconstruction, there are two steps to determine the shower geometry (Fig. 1). Firstly, the ShowerDetector Plane (SDP), which is the plane that includes both
of shower axis and FD station, is determined by the shower
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 257–263, 2011

image on the camera since an air shower event is seen as a
track. The normal unit vector n = (nx ,ny ,nz ) of SDP could
be found by solving n·k i = 0, where k i is the direction vector
of the i-th PMT.
Secondly the shower axis on the SDP is determined by
timing and direction of the FD PMTs which detect the signals
and a SD near SDP:
1 sinψ − sinαi
r,
(1)
ti = t ∗ +
c sin(ψ + αi )
1
0
+ (r − rSD )cosψ,
t ∗ = TSD
(2)
c

1 0
0
= TSD −
TSD
(3)
r SD − r SD · S ,
c
where ti and αi are the expected timing and the elevation angle on the SDP for the i-th PMT, t ∗ is the time when the air
shower reaches the ground, r is the distance of the shower
core on the ground from the FD station, ψ is the elevation
angle of the shower axis on the SDP, r SD is the position vector of the SD from the FD station, r 0SD is the SD position
projected onto the SDP and S is the direction vector of the
shower axis from the shower core. Using the hybrid method,
we improve FD monocular reconstruction by adding SD timing information. The angular resolution is 1.1◦ .
After the reconstruction of shower axis, the shower development is determined. The basic idea of the energy measurement by the FD is that the number of the emitted fluorescence photons along the shower axis is proportional to the
energy deposit. The sum of the energy deposit in the atmosphere is not equal to the energy of the primary cosmic ray
because there are two types of missing energy: the energy
deposit under the ground and the energy of neutral particles
which do not emit fluorescence light. To estimate the former, the observed longitudinal development is extrapolated
underground by the fit using the Gaisser-Hillas (GH) function. The latter is estimated by air shower Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation, COSMOS (Kasahara et al., 2007) and CORSIKA
(Heck et al., 1998). The difference between primary energy
and energy measured by the integration of fitted GH function
is about 8%. We define it as a missing energy. The difference in GH energy over primary energy between COSMOS
and CORSIKA is less than 1%.
The difficult points for the FD reconstruction are the contribution of the Cherenkov light and non-uniformity of the
detector response. The FD observes not only fluorescence
photons but also Cherenkov photons. Additionally, the detector response has the non-uniformity caused by the segment mirror, gaps between PMTs in camera and efficiency
on the PMT surface. Therefore, we use the Inverse Monte
Carlo (IMC) technique for the reconstruction of the longitudinal development. It determines the longitudinal development along the shower axis by the comparison of the observed charge of each PMT between data and MC generated
by using GH function. The contribution from Cherenkov and
non-uniformity of detector response is considered by applywww.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/257/2011/
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ing these effects to MC simulation. The calibration factors
are also applied to MC. The fluorescence yield used in this
analysis is differential spectrum from FLASH model (Abbasi
et al., 2008c) normalized to the total yield from Kakimoto
model (Kakimoto et al., 1996). The primary energy is measured by the integration of the fitted GH function with the
correction of missing energy. After the reconstruction, two
main quality cuts are applied: Xmax inside the field of view
and zenith angle less than 45◦ . By this technique, the energy
resolution is 8%.
2.2.2

Energy spectrum from Hybrid events

The effective aperture with quality cuts are obtained from
the MC simulation code COSMOS with QGSJET-II model
for pure proton including calibration factors for all the periods. The exposure of the hybrid analysis is ∼ 4×1015 m2 sr s
above 1019 eV.
After the reconstruction procedure, 124 events remain
above 1018.65 eV. This sample consists of 87 events which
are reconstructed by BR, 79 events by LR, and 42 events
by both of them. The obtained preliminary energy spectrum
from hybrid analysis is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The systematic uncertainty of energy determination is 19% as described
in Sect. 2.2.3. The systematic uncertainty is obtained to be
12% in flux from cloud monitoring. Figure 5 shows that the
spectrum by hybrid analysis from the TA is consistent with
the HiRes result. It indicates that the energy scale of TA is
consistent with that of HiRes.
2.2.3

Systematic uncertainty

The systematic uncertainties in energy determination are
summarized in Table. 1. Systematic uncertainties are dominated by the uncertainties in the fluorescence yield (12%),
atmosphere attenuation (11%) (Tomida et al., 2009) and the
absolute detector calibration (10%) (Tokuno, et al., 2009).
2.3

SD spectrum

The energy spectrum is measured by using the SD data
from May 2008 to February 2010. The exposure is
∼1500 km2 sr yr which is equivalent to AGASA observation.
In this section, the analysis method, energy scale and measured energy spectrum are discussed.
2.3.1

Analysis method

The basic idea of the energy reconstruction is to use the
charge density at a distance of 800 m from shower core (S800 )
as an energy estimator. From the table of S800 and zenith angle with primary energy using MC simulation, the energies
of the observed cosmic rays are estimated.
Air shower MC simulation events were generated by
CORSIKA with QGSJET-II model. The detector simulation
with front-end electronics and trigger were constructed with
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/257/2011/
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Table 1. The systematic uncertainties of the energy measurement
by FD.
Item

Error

Contributions

Detector sensitivity

10%

Atmospheric attenuation
Fluorescence yield

11%
12%

Primary particle mass
MC correction

5%
3%

PMT(8%), mirror(5%),
filter(1%), aging(3%)
Mie(10%), Rayleigh(5%)
model(10%), humidity(5%)
atmosphere(3%)
Proton and Iron(5%)

Quadratic sum

19%

Geant4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003). The generated MC data
were analyzed by the same procedure used for the data.
There are two types of fits in SD event reconstruction: the
fit to determine the geometry and the fit for lateral density
distribution. First a fit for the geometry of the shower is
performed using the “modified Linsley” formula (Linsley,
1986);
χ2 =

nSD
X
(ti − T0 − TPlane − TD )2
i=1

Ts2

+

(R − RCOG )2
(180m)2

,

(4)

where ti is the leading edge time of i-th SD, T0 is the time
when the shower core hits the ground, TPlane is the time of
the shower front plane, TD and TS are the time delay and its
position, R is the core position and RCOG is the core position
obtained from the center of gravity of observed charge. The
lateral density distribution is obtained by the fit of Lateral
Distribution Function (LDF) used by AGASA (Yoshida et
al., 1993);




r −1.2
r −(η−1.2)
ρ(r) ∝
r+
RM
RM

 r 2 −0.6
× 1+
, (5)
1000
η = 3.97 − 1.79 × (secθ − 1),
(6)
where r is the distance from the shower core, ρ(r) is the
charge density at r (VEM/m2 ), RM is the Molière length,
and θ is zenith angle. These fitting procedures and formulas
are tuned with the residuals of the fit to the data. The fit
result of the MC data is also good in the same way as the
data. It means that CORSIKA MC simulation with QGSJETII model and the data have the same lateral distribution. The
following quality cuts are applied;
– Reduced χ 2 of geometry fit < 4.0
– Reduced χ 2 of LDF fit < 4.0
– Distance of the core from the array edge > 1.2 km
– Zenith angle < 45◦
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 257–263, 2011
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– Fractional S800 error < 0.25
Figure 2 shows the correlation of S800 and zenith angle with
primary energy. The first estimation of the energy is done by
interpolating between S800 and sec(θ) line.
The geometrical resolutions of this analysis obtained from
MC study are 1.1◦ as zenith angle and 1.2◦ as azimuthal angle
above 1018.8 eV. The energy resolutions are also obtained to
be about 35% (1018.0 eV < E < 1018.5 eV), 30% (1018.5 eV
< E < 1019.0 eV), and 20% (E > 1019.0 eV).
2.3.2

Energy scale

We compare the energy scales of FD and SD using hybrid
events. The scatter plot of the energies of well-reconstructed
331 events is shown in Fig. 3. This result shows that the energy of SD is 27% larger than that of FD. We choose the energy scale of FD, and the SD energy is rescaled by 27%. The
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 257–263, 2011

systematic error of the obtained energy scale is 19% from the
uncertainty in hybrid reconstruction.
2.3.3

Energy spectrum from SD events

After the reconstruction procedure, 6264 events remain. The
energy spectrum is obtained from the number of events in
each energy bin with the effective aperture obtained from MC
data. The preliminary energy spectrum is shown in Figs. 4
and 5. It is clear that there is the suppression. The break point
obtained by power-raw fit with three regions is 1019.75 eV. We
observed 5 events above break point while the expected number of events along the continuously spectrum is 18.4. This
result shows evidence for flux suppression with the significance of 3.5σ .
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/257/2011/
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3

Composition

The basic idea to determine the composition of UHECR is to
use the dependence of the depth of shower maximum on the
primary energy and mass composition. In order to determine
the mass composition, we measured the atmospheric depth
of shower maximum (Xmax ) by FD stereo technique. On the
other hand, since the air showers induced by photon would
penetrate deeper into the atmosphere than those by proton
clearly, and shower fronts of deeper showers curve more, we
search for UHE photons by analyzing the shower front curvature of events observed by SD. Here, the results of photon
search and mass composition measurement are discussed.
3.1

Mass composition by FD stereo technique

The mass composition is measured by using the events observed simultaneously with two new FDs analyzed by stereo
technique. As discussed in Sect. 2.2.1, SDP can be determined precisely since an air shower event is seen as a track
on the camera. However, the reconstruction of the ψ angle
mentioned in Fig. 1 is difficult, and the measured Xmax depends on ψ angle strongly. For the stereo events, the shower
geometry is determined without the bias of ψ angle because
we use an intersection of two SDPs. Therefore, as the first
step, the Xmax was measured by stereo technique. The details of the mass composition study are described in the thesis
(Tameda, 2010).
The data set from November 2007 to October 2009 is used
in this analysis with two new FDs. The events observed simultaneously with two FDs are analyzed for the shower geometry by stereo technique which was mentioned above and
for the longitudinal development by the same way of hybrid
events. The main quality cuts are the reconstructed Xmax in
www.astrophys-space-sci-trans.net/7/257/2011/

Fig. 7. The preliminary result of the comparison of the average reconstructed Xmax for each energy between data and MC. The black
points are data. The lines are the predictions of the pure proton and
pure iron compositions with the interaction models of QGSJET-II,
QGSJET-01 and SIBYLL.

Table 2. The reduced χ 2 obtained by the comparison of the Xmax
distribution between data and MC.

P
Fe

QGSJET-II

QGSJET-01

SIBYLL

1.44
55.54

1.05
56.67

1.63
85.71

the field of view, zenith angle less than 56◦ , and shower core
position within 9.6 km from the middle point of two FD stations. The resolution of energy is 6% and that of Xmax is
16 g/cm2 . After the reconstruction procedure, 54 events remain above 1018.6 eV.
The reconstructed Xmax distribution was compared with
the predictions of three interaction models. The Xmax depends not only on the composition but also on the interaction
model. For the comparison, the MC data are generated by the
CORSIKA with the particle types of proton and iron, and the
interaction models of QGSJET-01, QGSJET-II and SIBYLL.
The MC data are analyzed in the same way as the data. We
notice that the measured Xmax has a bias from the limit of
the field of view. Since this bias also depends on the model,
the reconstructed Xmax from data and MC should be compared by applying the same analysis procedure. The result of
the comparison with QGSJET-II is shown in Fig. 6 and the
obtained reduced χ 2 for each model is in Table. 2. The distribution of Xmax of observed data is in good agreement with
that of MC data generated by pure proton.
There is a possibility that the composition is changed
along the energy. The transition of the average Xmax was
measured and compared with the MC data as shown in Fig. 7.
In the energy range from 1018.6 eV to 1019.3 eV, the observed
data are in agreement with the prediction of the pure proton
model.
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 257–263, 2011
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3.2

Photon search

To search for UHE photons, we use the modified eventby-event method proposed earlier (Gorbunov et al., 2007)
with Linsley curvature parameter. The details of the analysis method and previous result were presented for the data
set with zenith angle below 45◦ from May 2008 to November 2008 in the 31st ICRC (Rubtsov et al., 2009). Now the
upper limit is improved to 3.3 × 10−2 km−2 sr−1 yr−1 above
1019 eV with a confidence level of 95% by increasing the
data set from May 2008 to October 2009 and by using larger
zenith angle between 45 and 60◦ which are more sensitive to
UHE photon search (Fig. 8).

4

AGN correlation

The Auger reported the correlations with AGN (Pierre Auger
Collaboration, 2007). This study is quite important to understand the origin of the UHECRs. Therefore, we also
checked the correlation of the events observed from TA SD
with AGN. The search condition is the same as that by Auger;
57 EeV of threshold energy, 3.1◦ of correlation angle, V-C
catalog (Veron-Cetty and Veron, 2006) with 0.018 of maximum redshift. We observed 13 events above 57 EeV, and
there are 3 events correlated with AGN (Fig. 9). On the
other hand, the prediction from the random distribution is 3.0
events. The results of AGN correlation from TA is consistent
with background.
Astrophys. Space Sci. Trans., 7, 257–263, 2011
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5

Conclusions

Here, we presented the preliminary results from the Telescope Array: energy spectra measured by three different
methods , mass composition study with Xmax , photon search
and the study of AGN correlations. The spectra measured by
the MD station as the HiRes refurbished detector and new
two FDs and SD with hybrid technique were consistent with
the result of HiRes. As an important result, the SD spectrum showed evidence for the suppression above 1019.75 eV
with 3.5σ away from the continued spectrum. The systematic error of the energy determination was estimated as 19%.
The mass composition measured by the FD stereo observation was consistent with pure proton model for energies from
1018.6 eV to 1019.3 eV. Photon search resulted in an improved
flux limit above 1019 eV. The result of AGN correlation from
TA is consistent with background.
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